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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/15/2024

Description 2024 Gulf Stream RV Vintage Cruiser 19TWD, Gulf Stream Vintage Cruiser travel
trailer 19TWD highlights: FLAMINGO "PINKIE" PACKAGE! Twin Beds with King
Insert 24" x 36" Shower Microwave Oven Bedroom Reading Lights Pass-Through
Storage Whether you're camping with a friend or significant other, you'll find this
model to be accommodating. There are front twin beds with an insert to make
them one king-size bed, plus there are dual shirt closets to keep your clothes off
of the floor. The 24" x 36" shower is across from the private toilet and sink so one
person can be taking a shower, while the other is brushing their teeth to start the
day. Head to the kitchen to prepare breakfast on the two burner cooktop, or use
the convenient microwave oven. You will love the rear vintage booth dinette with
an extra counter behind one of the seats to set fresh flowers in the window. With
any Vintage Cruiser by Gulf Stream you will be taken back to the fun of the 50's
with vintage exterior graphics and classic interiors. Each model is constructed
with a six-sided welded aluminum frame, vacuum bonded sidewalls with Azdel,
and a vintage painted bumper you are sure to love. You may like to choose the
optional "Woody" Package that includes an Oyster painted A-frame, Hickory
Saddle floor vinyl, Southern Pine Sidewalls, and more rustic cabin features. The
Vintage Cruiser travel trailers include high-performance vinyl flooring, LED interior
ceiling lights, a seamless tub/shower surround, and vintage flat cabinet doors to
name a few comforts you'll find throughout. These models are also prewired for
roof A/C and come with a standard 20,000 BTU furnace or a 16,000 BTU furnace,
depending on the model you choose. Nostalgia is waiting for you with a Vintage
Cruiser! Bish's RV - Davenport, IA has a huge selection of Travel Trailers, Fifth
Wheels, Toy Haulers, and Motorhomes. All these RVs are priced to sell. Be sure to
ask about our "Purchase with Confidence Guarantee" to ensure you are getting
the best RV buying experience in Quad Cities and surrounding areas in East Iowa
like Eldridge, Moline, Davenport, Rock Island, & Bettendorf. Affordable prices on all
new and used RVs only at Bish's RV of Davenport, Iowa. CALL NOW 866-RV-
CENTER!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 81271
VIN Number: 1NL1G2314R7068512
Condition: New
Length: 23
Sleeps: 3

Item address Eldridge, Iowa, United States
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